Sailing the routes of Odysseus and Octavius

15-22 & 22-29 October 2017
Ionian sea

Archaeology Travel and EYsailing are
proud to come together and combine
their expertise in heritage tourism and
sailing trips to offer an adventure of a
lifetime: the chance to sail in the wake
of such great historical figures as
Odysseus and Octavius and explore
3,000 years of history from the comfort
of a sailing yacht.
EYsailing specialises
in thematic sailing
trips. During our
trips you really get
to know the places
we v isit through
activities in the sea,
underwater and on
land, beyond what
is usually done.
Archaeology Travel actively promotes
adventures in archaeology and history
for everyone, drawing on principles of
responsible and sustainable tourism. We
provide resources for people to explore
the past, by providing resources that
range from simple tips to extensive
guides, and even hosting small group
tours.

Sail in the wake of Odysseus and Octavius and explore over
3,000 years of archaeology along the western coast of
Greece. From Nicopolis, the Roman city of Victory near
Actium, choose from two itineraries. Head north to
Venetian castles on Corfu and the Oracle of the Underworld
of Ancient Greece or choose to go south to see the
Mycenaean tombs on Kefalonia, the ‘Odyssean’ Springs and
Cave of Nymphs of Ithaca. Whichever you choose, for seven
nights you will explore epic history, see stunning island
scenery, enjoy the natural beauty of famous and isolated
islands, and experience authentic local cuisine – all from
the comfort and flexibility of a sailing yacht.

Guide - Thomas Dowson
Thomas trained as an archaeologist in
South Africa, specialising in prehistoric
and ancients arts. After travelling
widely, he moved to the UK to set up the
world's first taught postgraduate course
on prehistoric art. In 2007 he started
offering small group tours in France, and
in 2011 founded Archaeology Travel to
share his experiences of v isiting
archaeological sites.
So, join us for the ultimate Ionian archaeological adventure!

Sailing with
During our trip you will learn (if you want to!) the basic principles of sailing, navigation, trimming of sails,
knots and others. Travelling from island to island, you will get used to and feel the the way of living aboard!
Besides the archaeological sites and visits, we will swim in small private bays which are only reached with a
yacht, visit little harbours and villages of the Ionian. On these islands we will also have the chance (again
for those interested) to go for hiking, exhibitions, festivals and also wander around. There will also be
plenty occasions for exploring the local gastronomy or simply fresh fish by the sea!

Itinerary for South Ionian week-trip

Day 1: check-in at Lefkas Marina and then set sails
for Meganisi where we can either hike up to
Katomeri or explore the local gastronomy in Vathi!
Day 2: Breakfast when the yacht has already sailed
south to Kalamos for swimming at stunning
beaches full of pine trees and admire the small
Christian Church, before a short trip to the nearby
islet Kastos for hiking through its natural beauty.
Day 3: Wake-up and snorkelling in Kastos or coffee
at the Windmill, before arriving to Ithaca, to visit
“springs of Odysseus” and then sail to picturesque
Kioni for fresh fish and hiking for stunning view!
Day 4: Breakfast in Kioni or swimming at stunning
Yidaki and then exploring the Ancient Walls of
Paleohora in Vathi! After few stops to enjoy the
view, local gastronomy in Perahori before going
back to the Archaeological museum of Vathi.
Day 5: Sailing south to visit the Mycenean Tombs
of Tzanatou next to Poros and then sail northern to
moor in Sami, in order to visit the famous Cave of
Melissani and enjoy local gastronomy.
Day 6: Morning swimming in one of the small
beaches of east Kefalonia and arrival in Fiskardo
for exploring the Roman baths and the Venetian
lighthouse. Option for hiking through the cypresspathway and then enjoy the village’s lobsters!
Day 7 : Breakfast while sailing north to Preveza, to
visit the modern Archaeological museum, explore
Ancient Nikopolis, the city’s walls, the Odeon, the
Stadium, the Theatre and the Roman villas with the
famous Mosaics. Last dinner with seafood to
gather our memories from this amazing trip!
Day 8: Breakfast on the yacht and goodbye..

Itinerary for North Ionian week-trip

Day 1: Check-in at Lefkas and explore the city or
the Venetian castle. Then, after a welcome aperitif
aboard the yacht, local gastronomy in Lefkas.
Day 2: Βreakfast while the yacht sails north for
Ammoudia, similar to Ulysses who moored here, to
visit the ancient Oracle “Nekromanteio” at the end
of River Aheron. Option for kayaking in the river,
before arriving in Parga for dinner and a walk in the
city.
Day 3: Breakfast in Parga and then hiking up to the
old castle to admire the view and then sailing north
for Mourtos for swimming and free-diving in
amazing waters! We spend the night on anchor with
dinner aboard, hopefully with fresh fish!
Day 4: After a morning swimming in Mourtos, sailing
north to explore Corfu and its beauty. Old Venetian
Castle and then explore the city for dinner.
Day 5: Wake-up and swimming in Corfu and then
exploration of the city’s museums and sites (Ancient
Temples, Archaeological and Byzantine Museums).
Day 6: Breakfast when the yacht sails south to Paxi
where we can visit the Old Castle and the Byzantine
Church, after swimming in beautiful Antipaxi. In the
evening we explore Gaios, the main beautiful
harbour and dinner in the local restaurants.
Day 7: Breakfast while sailing north to Preveza, to
visit the modern Archaeological museum and then
explore Ancient Nikopolis, the city’s walls, the
Odeon, the Stadium, the Theatre and the Roman
villas with the famous Mosaics. Last dinner with
shrimps and seafood to gather our memories from
this amazing trip!
Day 8: Breakfast on the yacht and goodbye..

EYsailing yacht
Our yacht Lito is a sailing boat Bavaria 44ft,
from 2003, renovated in 2016.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

She has 4 cabins
• 3 doubles
• bunk beds
• 2 WC with shower.
All sails are furling, ideal for a relaxed trip.
Dinghy with engine.
Complete cooking equipment, with stoves,
oven, fridge and cutlery.
Sound system with fm, mp3, aux and
speakers inside and outside.
Electricity DC 12V & AC 220 (max 100watt).
Laptop with 1GB/week internet.

EYsailing yacht

Sailing the route of Octavius and Odysseus
When: 15-22/10/2017 or 22-29/10/2017
Check-in/out: Lefkas old harbour
Where: Ionian sea
Included:
• Yacht
• Archaeology guide
• Skipper
• Fuels and water for the yacht
• Linen and towels
• Breakfast with Greek and local products
• WiFi 1GB/week
• End cleaning
• Dinghy with engine
• Snorkelling equipment
• Underwater camera (GoPro)
• Laptop
• Marina costs
• Taxes

Cost
The cost of a single participation is 950€/850£.
Only 6 slots are available!

Offers
•
•
•

Bookings until 23/04/2017 – 10%
Cabin booking (2 slots) -10%
Maximum reduction -15%

Confirmation of participation requires 30% of total
cost. Full payment is due 40 days before boarding.

Not included:
• Lunch & dinner
• Rough estimate for food:180€/150£ including lunch & dinner onboard plus some dinners at restaurants

• Air flight tickets
• Transportation to Lefkas harbour

Contact
For any further information or details or even a special request, please contact with

Address: Dim. Votsi 14, 26221, Patras, Greece
Tel : GR : +30 6944538997, UK : +44 7807018063
Email : info@eysailing.gr
web : www.EYsailing.gr
facebook.com/eysailing

Thomas Dowson
Tel : +44 7807018063
web : archaeology-travel.com
facebook.com/ArchaeologyTravel

